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SaiBaTek - Now!

- **Visit SaiBaTek's Electronic Information Page.** Dial into our computers (with the aid of your own computer and a modem) and check out specialised information. For instance you will find exclusive up-to-date information on Nigeria, South Africa, and other African/Caribbean countries, News, Adverts, Employment vacancies, advice, to mention a few. Information can be saved on your system and read at your leisure.

- **Personalised Electronic Mail Service (E-Mail)** with the aid of easy-to-use, graphical-interface based software. Keep in touch with your business associates, clients, friends, or anyone, by sending and receiving Electronic Mail. It is a cost effective method for distributing information. Messages are stored and sent at no extra cost, and they can be accessed at a most convenient time.

- **Advertise at a fraction of the costs of that of newspapers.** National Newspapers' advertisement rates are very expensive, and on a per square centimetre basis. You can run full-page adverts for next to nothing!

- **Specialised Information Searches.** You can use our service to search interactively, and for submitting requests for all types of information.

- **Get Familiar with the Internet** and its associated tools. All software used for interacting with SaiBaTek are no different from the tools employed for accessing the Internet. We also provide personalised training sessions on the Internet and its activities.

- **Hook up with potential clients or business partners.** You can tap into our client base by linking up with us!

- **The Bottom-line.** Professional Service Providers like Lawyers, Architects, Realtors and Estate Agents, Insurers, Engineers, Accountants, Designers, and Financial Agents, can advertise their expertise and products to potential clients drawn from our exclusive base. Traders like Commodity Brokers, Car Dealers, Importers and Exporters can also promote their wares and services; they can even draw on our Information Searching service for locating suppliers and for carrying out other kinds of sourcing. Freight and Travel Agents can tap into our resources too, Medical Doctors and Dentists can publish their knowledge, vacancies, and issues concerning professional examinations like PLAB and FDS. For African-Based Firms and Self-Employed Entrepreneurs this is a way to let your presence be known at a very small cost.

Enjoy our friendly, community-based, no-hassle, favourably priced, personalised, and exclusive services. All this at the cost of a nominal monthly service charge.

**SUMMARY OF SERVICES**

- Electronic Page Advertising and Design
- Electronic Mail (E-mail)
- Specialised Information Brokerage
- Consultancy & Research on Global Application of Technology

For more information please contact: WaLe.Oki@gpo.saibatek.com
Tel: 0171 370 6710 Fax: 0171 912 0958
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